It is hard to avoid ASCII Art in today's digital world, from the ubiquitous emoticons-;)-to the esoteric artistic creations that reside in many people's e-mail signatures, everybody has come across ASCII art at some stage. The origins of ASCII art can be traced back to the days when computers had a high price, slow operating speeds and limited graphics capabilities, which forced computer programmers and enthusiasts to develop some innovative ways to render images using the limited graphics blocks available, viz., text characters. Here, we treat automatic ASCII art conversion of binary images as an optimisation problem, and present an application of our work on Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation to this task-where a basis constructed from monospace font glyphs is fitted to a binary image using a winner-takes-all assignment.
Introduction
• We employ Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) (Lee and Seung, 2001) in the conversion of binary images, i.e., black and white, to classic (7-bit encoding) ASCII art.
• A fixed basis constructed from monospace font glyphs (e.g.
Courier)
is fitted to the binary image, where the glyphs used to represent the image are selected using a winnertakes-all approach.
• We use the β-divergence (Kompass, 2005) as the NMF algorithm's cost function, which enables the selection of a range of different reconstruction schemes, each producing different ASCII art.
Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation
• Non-negative Matrix Factorisation gives bilinear decomposition of multivariate data.
• Goal: Approximate a non-negative matrix V ∈ R ≥0,M ×T as product of two non-negative matrices W ∈ R ≥0,M ×R (basis) and
• NMF is a parts-based approach, no statistical assumptions.
• The NMF cost function utilising β-divergence is
• Choosing β depends on statistics of data. With β = 2, Squared Euclidean Distance is obtained; for β → 1, the divergence tends to the Kullback-Leibler Divergence; and for β → 0, it tends to Itakura-Saito Divergence.
• The cost function is minimised using a diagonally rescaled gradient descent algorithm (Lee and Seung, 2001) , which enforces the non-negativity constraint and leads to the following multiplicative update rules (O'Grady, 2007, Chapter 3): 
ASCII Art Conversion Using NMF
• For the purposes of binary image to ASCII art conversion, W is known in advance, where the font glyphs of the specified monospace font are used to construct the basis, and V is constructed from the binary image under consideration.
• W is fitted to V using Eq. 3, where the resultant ASCII art representation of the image is indicated by the maximum value in each column of H: V ≈ W maxcol(H, ), where is a small threshold.
• ASCII art conversion is performed as follows:
1. Construct W from a monospace font, where the glyphs that represent the 95 printable characters of the 7-bit ASCII character encoding scheme are stored as M × N bitmaps. Arrange bitmaps as vectors of size R then normalise and placed in each column, w j . 2. Partition the binary image X ∈ R P ×Q into M × N blocks forming a P/M × Q/N grid, where each block corresponds to a font glyph in the final ASCII art image. Construct V from the blocks by arranging as vectors and placing in columns. Perform zero padding of X to required dimensions if necessary. 3. Randomly initialise H; specify β & . Fit V to W using the H update rule ( Eq. 3), and repeat for the desired number of iterations. 4. Using H, assign each block location in the original image a glyph based an a winner-takes-all approach using the maxcol function. Reverse the block partitioning procedure of step 2, and render the ASCII art image using the identified glyphs in the specified monospace font.
ASCII Art Examples
• We demonstrate the utility of the proposed approach by converting a test image (UCD CASL logo). Furthermore, by way of comparison, we convert the test image using the pseudoinverse,
, and present the resultant ASCII art (Fig. 1 ).
• Both NMF SED and the pseudoinverse produce minimum 2 -norm solutions. However, inspection of the logo text reveals that the non-negative constraint on the NMF SED image appears to make the logo text look better defined.
• Introducing a non-negativity constraint minimises the black space in the ASCII art image, preserving the curves.
Conclusions
• We presented a novel application of NMF related methods to the task of automatic ASCII art conversion.
• We fit a binary image to a basis constructed from monospace font glyphs using a winner-takes-all assignment.
• We demonstrated that, when compared to a standard pseudoinverse approach, non-negative constraints minimise the black space of the ASCII art image, producing better defined curves.
• The β-divergence cost function provides an element of control over the final ASCII art image.
